IOD WCA CALL
8-7-15

Roll Call: Dannie, Geoff, Kin, Jenn, Charlie, Herb

Worlds: 14 people registered so far
Want to have a profile of the skippers and crews to put together a brochure
Housing is the big issue now, everything else is under control.
AGM scheduled for Tues morning. Charlie will try to attend for the day.
Herb, Kin will attend. David will try to attend. Herb will take minutes.

Kin is halfway there on dues

Dannie will send a request for fleet reports and a detailed agenda for the AGM
requesting issues to be added. Also Shields trophy nominations.

AGM: ‘Asbjorn’s rule’ – most think it’s fine the way it is. Individual fleets can adjust the
rules of their qualifying series.

Generate enthusiasm for the 2016 Worlds format in SF. Paul will give a 5 minute
overview. We don’t want to derail the meeting-any issues, questions can be
asked/discussed off-line.

New rules are in effect. Charlie will ask for the fleet rules.

SF: Class declared #82 legal, but the SF class won’t declare the boat legal on fleet
rules. SF saying that he didn’t ask in advance to make the changes. Original protest did
not distinguish which changes were within the rules and which were not. Ron did fix the
changes that were not in compliance. If Ron appeals to the WCA, we will put together a
jury to hear the arguments.

Next Call: Friday, August 21st